
Writing 
about sport

Tips on reporting sports 
events for media outlets



TOOLS
• Pens

• Ruled notepad

• Smartphone with camera (iPhone 6 or later)

• A camera as well, if you have a good one

• Laptop or I-pad for on-site work

• Microsoft Word

• Adobe Photoshop

• Email address

• PC or Mac desktop computer at home



REPORTING

At the interview - PRELIMINARY

1   Appropriate greeting to interview subject

2   Introduce self

3   Introduce media outlet

4   Explain reason for interview

5   Explain likely outcomes

6   Fine quiet place and then establish ground rules for the interview             

(eg, recording and note-taking; off the record; pre-publication check)

7   Establish time frame (eg, your deadline; interviewee’s time constraints)

8   Set up equipment – place phone close to interviewee; put on “plane mode” 

9   If appropriate, arrange suitable seating

Before the interview - PREP

• Research the topic and the interviewee

• Look around for a suitably quiet interview location

PART 1 - Interviewing



THE INTERVIEW

10   Use appropriate ice-breaker question(s)

11   Encourage interaction

12   Take notes

13   Regularly check tape recorder is working

14   Maintain rapport – look interviewee in eye as often as possible

15   Ask open-ended questions

16   Listen to responses 

17   Pick up key cues and redirect interview accordingly

18   Clarify jargon/obscure comments used by interviewee

19   Develop angle(s) for possible intro

20   Cover main possibilities offered

21   Waste no time with irrelevant questions

22   Maintain neutrality

23   Be courteous

24 Maintain control of interview



AFTER the INTERVIEW

25 Check key information:

Name spelling – interviewee’s name, club

Occupation/title/club position/ team role

Honorific

Age

Contact phone number/email/website

26   Close appropriately



PART 2 - Photography

Shooting with a PHONE

• Get to the front – you have a job to do

• Avoid large group shots – keep it to one to three people

• Get close and fill the frame

• Watch where the light’s coming from - avoid strong sunlight. Never shoot at night or in 

poor light (often a problem indoors – find light from a south-facing window)

• For action pix, if a ball is involved, always get it in the shot

• Portraits – try at least two setups, don’t make people wait before you start shooting 

(faces freeze), shoot rapidly, shoot at least 20 of each pose

• Candids are usually best – posed shots with smiling are often unsuccessful, although 

at least try for a smiley, just in case it works

Shooting with a CAMERA

• Long lenses enable closeup action shots from the sideline. Use 600mm at minimum; 

1000mm+ for cricket

If you’re serious about this, contact Rob Tucker for advice























Crawley back atop Formula First table 

MOTORSPORT: Palmerston North’s Callum Crawley is back on top of 

the Formula First standings after a solid performance over the New 

Zealand Grand Prix weekend. 

The multi-talented 17-year-old, who is also preparing as the lead in the 

Palmerston North Boys’ High School and Palmerston North Girls’ High 

School production Anything Goes, was consistent through the weekend. 

He finished second, third and sixth in the three races, but that was 

enough for him to regather the series lead from fellow Manawatu driver 

Kaleb Ngatoa, 16. Crawley had been third on the table heading into the 

weekend. 

Ngatoa faced a frustrating weekend finishing sixth, eight and 15th. He 

crossed the line fourth in the final race, but was relegated to 15th with a 

penalty that ultimately cost him the series lead. 

Crawley and Ngatoa will duel it out over the final three rounds, with 

just eight points separating them. 







Teenager spins a web around Palmerston 

but the schoolboys are stuttering 

CRICKET: Teenage spinner Finn Martin had a day to remember when 

he picked up seven wickets on the first day of the final round of two-day 

Manawatu club cricket. 

Under the gloomy clouds that lingered over Manawaroa Park in 

Palmerston North on Saturday, Martin picked up 7/66 to help dismiss 

Palmerston for 256 in their first innings. The 17-year-old bowled with 

admirable control and flight in a big spell, in which he was able to 

contain the Palmerston batsmen, while picking up regular wickets. 

Palmerston were able to post a good score thanks to half-centuries from 

Russell Swindells, Carlos Jensen and Sunny Bains. Thanks to a double-

wicket spell, from debutant Connor Harris, Palmerston ended the day on 

top, with Boys’ High stuttering at 56/4. 



Across the park, Old Boys skipper Matt Borren sent Marist in on a 

green wicket. Old Boys got off to a fantastic start, with Ray Toole and 

Borren picking up a wicket each early on. What followed was a familiar 

sight, with Marist stalwarts Dave Meiring and Mitch Renwick 

performing a rescue operation on the Marist innings. 

Renwick fell for an ever-classy 46. Meiring, though, remained unmoved 

while the remainder of his team-mates struggled to get in on a tough 

wicket. 

Meiring brought up a sensational hundred in the 47th over. Once he was 

dismissed, Marist lost impetus and they were bowled out for 278 to 

leave the Old Boys opening batsmen to negotiate the remainder of the 

session in fading light. 



Old Boys got off to a poor start, losing Brynn Cleaver in the second 

over to Dylan Lynch. Robert Yule joined Dane Watson at the crease and 

the pair looked like surviving the day against some inspired bowling 

from the Marist attack. 

Matt Wells struck to remove Yule, on what was to be the last ball of 

play before bad light removed the players from the field. Old Boys are 

30/2. 

The final game of the round saw United bat first against Freyberg. 

Opener Mason Hughes led the way for United, with a run-a-ball 83. 

Once Hughes was dismissed, it was the Ali Aktar show. 

The Freyberg man picked up five wickets in a skilful display of bowling 

that saw United collapse from 168/3 to 209 all out. In reply, Freyberg 

found themselves on 77/4 at the close of play, leaving United slightly 

ahead. 

390 words 



WRITING

Things to remember 

about sports stories



1. No more than 350 words for DN

2. Find a human interest angle to start your story

3. The first paragraph – the intro – should be fewer than 20 words,             

unless it’s a two-parter (point, dash, counterpoint.

4. Intro needs – WHO, WHAT, and maybe WHEN, WHERE (those 

may be okay in the second par, but no later)

5. Usually explain WHY and HOW in subsequent pars

6. Keep the intro angle (usually about a person) going for at least 

the first three pars, or more. Then cover other points.

7. Don’t clutter the intro or early pars with Proper Nouns

8. No acronyms

9. Always put the name of the sport early on

10. Write in third person – not first person (that’s for columns)



10. Unless it’s a review, leave your overt opinion out

11. Avoid too many adjectives (describing) and adverbs (-ly)

12. Go through later and remove “that” and “had”

13. One sentence to the par

14. Sentences no longer than 20 words. Vary sentence lengths

15. Write a headline of about six words when you’ve finished

16. Put your by-line – by Jim Tucker – under the headline

17. Spell-check your story (not US version)

18. Download “Grammarly” (free) and run your story through

19. Usually point to detailed results on your own website.



SENDING

1. Before you send, let it cook – re-read and correct

2. If you use Microsoft Word, email the document as 

attachment

3. If you don’t have Word, try Google Docs, but send as 

an attachment, not a shared link. 

4. As a last resort, you could copy what you write and 

paste it directly into the body of your email. However, 

that may introduce formatting issues the paper would 

prefer to avoid.

5. Explain in one sentence at the start of your email what 

this is about, who you are, which sport and club, your 

cell number.



Matt Rilkoff on Daily News submissions

• If it's event of national significance, touch base with us first if you 

want it to be published in print.

• The address you should pitch/send everything to is 

taranakinewsdesk@stuff.co.nz - with SPORT in the subject line.

• To discuss and for help on developing a story, call 757-6862 - the 

news director's direct dial.

• Best to call between 9.30am and 2pm. Before or after that window 

is usually quite hectic.

mailto:taranakinewsdesk@stuff.co.nz









